
EXCERPTS FROM "The Nest Newlywed Handbook: An Owner's Manual for Modern Married 
Life," by Carley Roney 
 
Hosting a Houseguest (p 84) 
 
Here, some dos and don’ts for making friends and  
family feel comfortable in your married home. 
 
Do: Test out your guest room (or pull-out couch). That way, you’ll know if the bed is comfy 
enough, if there are enough blankets, pillows, etc. 
Don’t: Test out the guest room with your mate and forget to wash the sheets. It goes without 
saying, but you should always make the bed for guests with clean sheets—even if they were the 
last people to sleep there. 
Do: Give a house tour. Be sure to explain how to use the coffeemaker, TV, shower, and alarm 
clock so your guest won’t worry about interrupting the happy couple. 
Don’t: Go for midnight snacks. If you don’t know your guest too well, an accidental rendezvous at 
the fridge in your sleepytime skivvies will create an awkward atmosphere for everyone. 
Do: Make sure the bathroom is clean, especially the tub and shower curtain, which are often 
neglected in a spare room. Leave a can of air freshener (or matches) in close reach, since guests 
might feel self-conscious asking for them after the fact. And put extra toilet paper in a visible spot 
(try a basket on the floor) so guests don’t need to rummage around looking for a roll. 
Don’t: Take a shower together (you and your spouse, that is). Especially if you only have one 
bathroom. 
 
tip 
Fresh flowers, fluffy pillows, current magazines, and books tailored to your guests’ tastes will 
make them feel extra welcome. 
 
 



Out of the Mouths of Mothers-in-Law (p. 144) 
 
Sure, her comments can hit below the belt, but that doesn’t mean you have to stoop to her level. 
Here’s how to get the last word and still look sweet. 
 
Remark #1: “Oh, you’re looking so . . . healthy [i.e., fat]!”  
The Reason: She’s probably self-conscious about her appearance and is projecting her low self-
esteem on you. Of course, nasty remarks about someone’s looks are childish and narcissistic, so 
it means she is emotionally immature (no big surprise here). Your best defense? Don’t sink to her 
level. 
The Response: “Thank you! I feel great.” Your confident approach of shaking off her comment 
should stop her in her tracks, letting her realize she’s not getting to you. If she keeps saying it, 
you can take her aside and say something like, “I’m sure you don’t mean to hurt my feelings, but 
you’re making me feel very uncomfortable by talking about me like that.” This should end the 
discussion. 
Remark #2: “Hmm . . . that’s not the way we make stuffing.”  
The Reason: Cooking is probably her claim to fame, and she is afraid your recipes will 
overshadow hers. She may also be resistant to change, or fear that she’s losing her status as 
matriarch (culinary or otherwise) of the family. 
The Response: “I’d love for you to try mine this time. You might like it.” Remain confident, loving, 
and sincere, and she will realize that you’re sweetly standing by your conviction—and your 
cooking.  
Remark #3: “That’s his favorite. Trust me, I’ve known him a long time.”  
The Reason: She wants acknowledgment from you that she has prior claim on her son. To her, 
you are a newcomer, and she is probably still mourning the loss of her role as the most important 
woman in her son’s life. 
The Response: “You’re probably right. He has all kinds of secrets that I haven’t learned yet.” This 
will show her that you’re not trying to take over, and that you’re deferring primary importance. But 
for your sake, it should also end her bragging, since you’ve kindly reminded her that you are not 
competing.  
Remark #4: “Is that how you’re wearing your hair now?”  
The Reason: Your MIL doesn’t like change. Or she has an idea of how she’d like to see you look, 
and wants to be your beauty confidante. If she has good style herself, this may be critically 
important to her self-esteem; she wants to get close to you by helping you choose a hairstyle. 
The Response: “Yes, [insert name of DH] loves it.” If you say this nicely, your assertiveness might 
nip her rude comment in the bud, and you won’t sound rude yourself. 
Remark #5: “Don’t treat/talk to my son that way.”  
The Reason: She can’t let go of protecting her son, and it’s possible she never will. She doesn’t 
trust him to handle his own affairs and sees him as a child who needs defending. 
The Response: If she sees you and DH in an argument, say, “I don’t like fighting either. I don’t 
like what just happened, and I’m especially sorry that you had to see it.” This ends the discussion 
and holds DH just as accountable as you are. 
If her comment comes without a clear catalyst, say in a genuine manner, “What do you mean? 
What am I doing that’s upsetting you?” And listen to her answer. If you discover that a certain 
behavior pushes her buttons, then don’t do it around her. 
 
 
tip 
It’s important to let your husband know about the communication you’ve had with his mom, but 
not in a way that makes you look like a tattletale. Say something like, “I had a discussion with 
your mom today. She doesn’t like [such and such] . . . I told her [such and such] . . . I just thought 
you would want to know.” You should especially give him this warning if there’s a way MIL could 
spin the discussion in her favor. Hint: Say things neutrally so it doesn’t sound like you’re attacking 
his mom. Talk about your feelings, not about her. He can complain all he wants, but if you start, 
he may defend her. 
 



 



Buttering Up the In-laws (p157) 
 
Hopefully by now you’ve realized that battling with your in-laws is an energy-drain that should be 
undertaken only as a last resort. To help reduce tension and actually help build a loving, 
productive relationship with your new parents, we recommend trying a few of these IL-impressing 
moves. They require little to no effort, but the payoffs can double (or triple) your success as not 
just a couple but a family. 
 
• Ask questions. Act curious about your in-laws’ past—their marriage, their moves, their 
careers. We often forget that small talk is an option with older people, but novel conversations like 
this can make the days with the in-laws fly without even hinting at the “Where are my 
grandbabies?” topic. Plus, it will help you see them as a dynamic couple, just as you want them to 
see you and your spouse. You may even discover some surprising things you have in common. 
• Give compliments. Letting your in-laws hear how magnificent you think they are (at 
hosting, at golf, at picking out the perfect hot pink lipstick to match their tracksuits) will only make 
your time together more pleasant (some studies have found that a compliment doesn’t just create 
a buzz in the person being praised, but the person giving it, too!). It can also be a good move to 
rave about the areas where your in-laws are harping on you—say, your cleaning skills. “Wow, I 
never see a speck of dust in your house. I can’t keep my place clean for anything!” Your in-laws 
will melt at the flattery and maybe even back off a bit when they realize you’re aware of your 
shortcomings. 
• Forward ideas. Clipping newspaper articles, sending along e-mails about concert or 
event tickets, or mailing good books you’ve finished is a great way to build common, safe territory 
with in-laws. Doing so shows your respect for your in-laws’ independent personalities, and also 
reflects well on your own taste for coming across the things in the first place. 
• Volunteer . . . strategically. When your in-laws announce that they’re traveling, get in 
touch to ask if there’s anything you can do, from watering their plants to dog sitting. You can even 
help out from miles away by asking friends for hotel recommendations in the area or offering up 
your corporate rental car discount. Gestures like this show you to be attentive, interested, and 
responsible—always a good quality to highlight as someone who’s married their son or 
daughter—and require little to no actual interaction with the in-laws on your end. Genius! 
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